Ruth Montgomery
I am a deaf!musician, I compose music and
play the flute. Music is what I grew up and I
studied the flute with Chris Molloy to grade VIII
level at Mary Hare Grammar School for the
Deaf and continued with her flute and music
studies at Trinity College of Music in London
and The Royal Welsh College of Music and
Drama, Cardi". I went on to study with some of
the country’s most respected flautists and
James Kortum at the University of Newcastle
in Australia. I have perform with some of the
world’s best orchestras as a soloist playing the
Danzi Concerto with Royal Philharmonic in London at Cadogan Hall and the Russian
National Orchestra in Moscow and St Petersburg with the Music of Life Foundation, and
with Dame Evelyn Glennie as a guest Soloist.!#

Proposal

Audio Visability
A performance lecture with installation of framed images in foyer of venue on evening of event for
deaf and hearing audiences.

Audiovisability is a ‘visual music' art form in response to my interest as a classically trained
musician born with profound hearing loss in both ears.! To the hearing person, sounds will
first and quickly capture their understanding of music, whereas visual information and the
physicality of music playing guided my development for the listening senses. It is this
experience that I will transfer to the performance space. I will realise my creative thinking by
stimulating deaf artists to work in new contexts and invite them to take part in new
collaborations. I will make the work at Arlington Arts Centre, that is part of Mary Hare
School for The Deaf and at the Guildhall School of Music, London. The work will be
previewed at these venues, and then at the Week of Sound Festival, London. Think of
Audiovisability as a critique (without hearing) of sensation, thought, and experience. It’s a
series of experiments about sight and hearing using music as a metaphor for social and
cultural thought. Composer John Cage said, vision and hearing are the "public senses” they
are the sense most intensely engaged by the mass media. Arguably this is why Deaf people
are continually denied cultural access or is it possible? (as Cages suggests) to invoke a
conceptualization of sensation apart from conceptualization of linguistic (sound equals
meaning) sense? freeing deaf people to access all the surrounding sensations and feelings
that music invokes through the creation of a multi-sensorial installation performance.#
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“Vision and
hearing are the
public senses
they are the
sense most
intensely
engaged by the
mass media”
- John Cage

Audiovisability is a ‘visual music' art form in response to my interest as a classically trained
musician born with profound hearing loss in both ears.! To the hearing person, sounds will
first and quickly capture their understanding of music, whereas visual information and the
physicality of music playing guided my development for the listening senses. It is this
experience that I will transfer to the performance space. I will realise my creative thinking by
stimulating deaf artists to work in new contexts and invite them to take part in new
collaborations. Think of Audiovisability as a series of experiments and first up is an
exploration of Pitch - a tricky subject for deaf
people to understand. I will make a
sculptural sound installation with
photographer Emma Amsden who is a deaf
artist with physical disability who describes
herself as living in a world without sound,
who feels she can hear the landscape, I want
Emma to make pictures first that will inspire
my composition, that will be played on Piano
by Deaf composer Danny Lane who will go
on to compose a new piece to be shown
alongside a huge collage drawing of the
landscape by Jame Boyle. Next is Harmony
that I will illustrate on large canvases with hexagon shapes to show scales – major and
minor keys – the system that provide melodies. To articulate the thinking behind the
pictures I will collaborate with artist Christopher Sacre who makes sexualised symbols as a
metaphor for the hearing worlds perception and fear of the The Deaf.#
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PLACEMENT

Emma Amsden

“Emma Amsden’s
pictures will convey the
sense of distance, the
intense depth, curves
and shapes; showing
nature has placement,
such as ground, sea
and sky. Music has
placement, for example
the deepest lowest
sound you can hear and the highest sound you can hear by
bringing these together in a photographic sound
experiment. I will compose the expansiveness of the
landscape and relate that to hearing.
- Ruth Montgomery

The term placement can be used to describe the 3 dimensional signing space of British
Sigh Language. I therefore aim to bring together placement in music, placement in the
landscape using photography and placement in the signing space so that the composition
reveals to hearing and deaf placement in music. #
In the foyer of where the performance takes place, will be a series of pictures that describe
the elements of music that will be played out that night; so before the show will be a guided
tour (using British Sign Language) of a temporary exhibition that is a creative interpretation
of Pitch, Scales, Tempo and more. This will begin the evenings dialogue with deaf people
about music, that will go beyond describing music as vibration and define this attitude as a
simplification. For example when musicians figure out how I play the flute they say you
must feel it through vibration, “I say no, it is purely my knowledge that let’s me play” In this
way the project is as much a critique of the hearing world and it’s view point about deaf
people and music, as it is about tackling the expectation of deaf audiences about musical
events. Timbre or vibration will be shown exquisitely by painter Jonathan Brown. Since he
lives in a completely deaf world (no hearing aids etc) I would like for him to paint vibrations.#
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Following this I would speak to the audience and tell them about scales - linked to pitch it is
the system of music, that is the same across the world and in di"erent cultures, to reveal
the formal maths in music, for example hearing the scales. Major scales have one pattern,
they are close together. Minor scales have another. composers use the scales like a colour

“Melancholy is an emotion associated with minor scales”
- Ruth Montgomery

palette, for example Mozart writes his requiem in a minor key, I found as a deaf person
minor scale di%cult to understand or I found it di%cult to feel the emotion conveyed in
minor scales. To facilitate understanding I drew pictures of the scales, using chromatic
schemes of colour I use hexagans to visualise mathematically distance between scales. #
For the art work I would want to use a colour palette that is consistent, and use colour that
have hierarchy White Gold, gold, silver, bronze, using metallic ranges.#
Imagine 7 large scale screen prints: in major, minor, arpeggios, chromatic, diminished 7th,
dominant 7th, whole tone topics.#

HARMONY

Christopher Sacre’s Sculpture

“Keys signatures in music
is something that took
me years and years to
understand, why and
what, how they are used
– to the hearing person
they can hear the
changes in keys (known
as modulation) – from
going hot to cold
(imperfect cadence) etc sad to happy (perfect cadence) and
this is not something that comes easily to me.”
Harmony is where more than two notes put together to create layers of sounds –
composers work with them to create feelings, give direction, shape, ideas – all this comes
from a system using major and minor keys and many more. &
It took years of studying and stripping down, analysing groups. Harmony is also used to
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make some sounds close together as in support, or something they can do the opposite –
cold and distance. &
When I played around with Christopher Sacre’s models I had this ‘eureka’ moment. The
particular thing that is special about Christopher’s models is that they have a ‘tip’ at the top
like a nose – which massively influences the relationship to one another. I wish to expand in
this art form and use some music for example ‘Haydn’ to see how the closeness and
distances and key changes work. Edward Montgomery will perform music on the piano.#

TIMBRE
Visual artist Jonathan Brown will paint
‘Vibrations’. Jonathan’s work is
dominated by lines and layers on wood
planks often using only 2 or 3 shades of
colours. He looks closely at the thinness
and thickness of acrylic paint behaviour.
This matches very well with music – since
we can build on layers – di"erent notes
and tones. Since he lives in a completely
deaf world (no hearing aids etc) I would
like for him to paint vibrations.
Instruments on o"er – Flute, violin, viola,
cello and percussion. Jonathan will work
with paint tins, brushes & 5 wood planks

TEXTURE
“Painter Jonathan brown, describes feeling the texture of
the paint hitting the surface of the canvas”
- Ruth Montgomery!

Whats happening in Jonathan’s mind; I see similarities to the artistic process of a cellist or
string quartet with each instrument having its own texture. Imagine Jonathan and a string
quartet together in performance creating similarities with a new composition exploring
vibration in lower pitches and the cellist or string quartet playing the vibration as Jonathan
brown paints with micro camera on his paint brush.#

&
I will collaborate with Rubbena Arangzeb-Tariq and
hearing artist Lisa Harker plus flute, violin, viola and
cello musicians#
Rubbena and Lisa are known for abstract art –
overlapping explosion of colours – music sounds will
reflect on that too. I would like them to paint live while
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listening to a flute quartet by W.A.Mozart for flute, violin, viola and cello. Mozart composed
this happy, cheerful, lively and quick tune. The next contrast would be sounds
contemporary, wild as well as sad. How does this reflect in painting? Are they guided by
watching the moods of the musicians or by listening/hearing? We need a deaf and hearing
artists to work separately and to compare the end result. #

STRUCTURE
I will Collaborate with Omeima Mudawi-Rowlings. Omeima is known for her striking and beautiful
screen prints using the shape of the ‘cochlear’ as a theme to her
work ,relating to deafness. Where she places the cochlear on
print is sometimes in random positions, other times symmetrical
and organised. This is the same way I feel about music –
composers write tunes with ‘motifs’ that keeps on returning –
which reminds me of Omemia’s cochlear. She will study and
learn about Mozart’s quartet how the themes keeps on returning.
This creates an appearing structure. &
The Quartet will also play motifs that are in random places and
aren’t free flowing. Omemia will show two contrasting works on
screen.&
&

DYNAMICS
I will collaborate with Artist Rubbena Arangzeb Tariq and Lisa
Harker, Drummer – Nasser Bouzidar&
percussion. Percussionist Nasser Bouzidar will perform two
pieces on full drum kit twice – first time with loud dynamics,
second time very quietly. Same music but di"erent dynamics.
How does that a"ect the painting? How does hearing and
deaf compare? Live artist Rubbena and Lisa will explore this
without any instructions. #
&

LANGUAGE/IMPRESSION/TEMPO
I will collaborate with Layla Fitzgerald Woofle, violinist Sophie
Wiseman/Ruth Montgomery composer/flute, Danny Lane
piano/composer and Composers at Guildhall.&
&
BSL user Layla grew up with BSL in the family and loves
signing stories. She is only 11 years old and has this natural,
youthful and innocent nature – she will sign stories about
Gerry Hughes’ sailing adventures (2 minutes) this will be
filmed. &
From the pre-recorded signing film, we will then analyse the
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motions and movements of BSL with Guildhall composers. They will write music. Since that they
aren’t sign language users – can they read expressions? How does it compare with expressions by
conductors? I will compose myself, and compare others who write too. Will there be any
similarities? Eg tempo, dynamic, range etc. This brings up all sorts of discussions about language
and visual information. #
Violinist Sophie is 11 years old – a piece could be written to her to play in time with Layla’s BSL,
reflecting the emotions etc. #
Danny Lane and I will compare the physicality of BSL and the physicality of playing music
instruments. (eg fingerspelling – using fingers, same applies for recorder playing using the closeness
of fingers) and lots more.#
‘In Flanders Fields’ Poetry in British Sign Language
https://vimeo.com/110464764

!
IMPRESSION/PITCH DEPTH
I will collaborate with Emma Amsden and Danny Lane.
Award winning photographer Emma Amsden describes her
photography works ‘A world without sound’ yet describes
the emotions of each photos (eg dark, haunting, peaceful,
gentle flows of the water). With 3 or 4 photos I would like
Danny Lane composer to create music linking to what she
thinks about each picture and the compositional structure
from it – eg high skies, overlapping landscape etc. This is
pitch placement and emotions. #

INTERPRETATION
I will collaborate with With
actress Sophie Stone and
Caroline Parker MBE and
work with Sophie Stone On
WORD/SOUND/SIGN#
One word – many
meanings /one sound
many meanings.
Speaking in a voice:
What?(surprised) What.
(flat) what! (angry) –sign
language has di"erent signs for each. With Deafness we need
to see information from the faces. As a musician I see notes. I have a job of seeing these bundles
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of notes and turn it into something clear with meaning on my flute. Sophie and I will create a piece
called ‘Score for Sign Language, flute and voice’. How do we look into interpretation/translation?&
&
Caroline Parker MBE – Sign Song/meanings/Interpretation#
Caroline Parker MBE interpreting a song 1 song to be recorded – changes of voices, change
positions. #
To end the show I will present a short topic on how Sign
Songs and music work together, with a controversial mix
of a deaf protest song written by activist and deaf
academic Paddy Ladd, bringing the performance back to
traditional deaf culture. (painting by America deaf visual
artist Nancy Rouke)#

&
&
&
&
&
&
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A project plan for Audio Visability

Presentation: !
Week Of Sound UK &
&
I am invited to give a lecture, exhibition of art works and a recital at the ‘Week of Sound UK’
festival. The festival has received backing by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) they are now seeking to host the week at the House of
Lords. They are currently trying to raise over £100k to hold the event. Please see details:&
http://www.decibels.org.uk/international/la-semaine-du-son-france/ .#
Decibels Charity www.decibels.co.uk Promoter Ken Carter is in a position to support
Audiovisability.#
Arlington Arts Centre&
Arlington Arts Centre in Newbury Berkshire has o"ered the use of the auditorium for free, in
exchange of letting some Mary Hare school pupils watch live performance.#
Guildhall School of Music:&
Je"ery Wilson – the Head of Music has agreed that I can work with composers from
Guildhall and visit the school to give a couple of sessions. These students will be working
and analysing sign language from video. #
Website: I now have the URL for www.audiovisability.co.uk I wish to exhibit an ‘online’
gallery, and exposure of this project and the ‘arts’ in Deaf Culture. With social media now
days – online platform can potentially reach out to more people than ever imagined. Also
with the use of BSL – it’s only better to show on film.&

'

Topics:&
Pitch&
Harmony&
Timbre (vibration) &
Structure &
Texture&
Dynamics&
language&
Interpretation &
Expression#
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'

Collaborators/British Deaf Artists:&
Sophie Stone - actress&
Danny Lane – pianist and composer&
Rubbena Arangzeb-Tariq – visual abstract artist&
Layla Fitzgerald-Woolfe – BSL Story telling&
James Boyle – collage artist&
Christopher Sacre - sculpture&
Caroline Parker – BSL Sign song&
Emma Amsden - photography&
Jonathan Brown – visual artist/painter&
Omemia Mudawai-Rowlings – screen artist&
Sophie Wiseman - violinst#

'

Artists/musicians&
Lisa Harker – hearing painter&
Nasser Bouzidar - drummer&
Roger Montgomery – composer( &
Edward Montgomery - pianist&
Je"ery Wilson Head of Music at Guildhall&
8 Student composers&
String quartet – (Ruth) plus violin, viola and cellist.#

'

Consultants&
Christine Sun Kim – skype/email mentoring&
Dr Paddy Ladd – for quotes/support on Deaf culture&
Kate Rowley – Sign language lecturer at UCL&
Audiologist/Music and hearing experts http://musicandhearingaids.org/#

'

With thanks (support):&
Deaf Explorers www.deafexplorer.co.uk&
Ken Carter CEO Decibels – www.decibels.org.uk - Organisation backing&
Maria Ponce Director The Week of Sound UK - www.lasemaineduson.org/ &
Tony Trigwell-Jones (manager) Arlington Arts Centre www.arlingtonarts.co.uk&
Je"ery Wilson Guildhall School of Music and Drama www.gsmd.ac.uk&
Art and music teachers at Mary Hare School www.maryhare.org.uk#

'

Technical support:&
Marek Eminowicz – website and graphic designer&

Contact
Ruth Montgomery
magicflute7@hotmail.com
http://www.ruthmontgomery.co.uk/
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